IntelePACS® ensures image and data integrity, high-availability, and performance – anywhere, anytime, and for any case. IntelePACS also helps maximize productivity and reduce results turnaround times, enabling the delivery of premium service critical for patient care as well as for attracting referring physician business.

In combination with InteleRIS™ or integrated with another RIS solution, IntelePACS provides the critical technology backbone for the radiology enterprise.

INTELEPACS OFFERS
› Native support of sub-specialty reading with optional breast imaging, 3D advanced visualization, and image fusion.
› Flexible reporting options, including embedded voice recognition and structured templates for faster delivery of high-quality results.
› An intuitive viewer, optimized for remote reading with advanced layout protocols for current and prior studies.
› Integration to third-party solutions or option to include InteleRIS for seamless, single-vendor RIS/PACS solution.
› Industry-leading customer service and support provided by Intelerad’s in-house team of experts.
PRODUCTIVE READING AND COLLABORATION

› Expand productivity with intuitive, high-performance viewer and tailor your reading environment with InteleViewer™ Worklist.

› Access patient priors across disparate databases using MPI patient ID reconciliation.

› Reduce turnaround time with embedded Multi-Method Reporting™ voice recognition and dictation, and structured report templates.

› Enhance collaboration with Communications module, offering secure online chat and notes features.

› Leverage embedded Critical Results Management and ACR-compatible Peer Review.

› Maximize referring physician satisfaction with customized results delivery using InteleConnect® Clinical Hub.

FLEXIBLE, STANDARDS-BASED DESIGN

› Accommodate additional sites and study volumes with distributed system architecture.

› Extend the system with flexible component-based design to grow with needs of practice.

› Leverage standards-based image archive to facilitate in- and outbound data migration.

› Integrate with third-party archives or off-site data centers.

› Plan for growth or prevent disruptions from infrastructure failure with Nuage™ Cloud Imaging platform or Nuage™ Disaster Recovery Services™.

BUSINESS CONTINUITY

› Avoid downtime with fail-safe system architecture that avoids single points of failure.

› Install upgrades with minimal or no service interruption.

› Ensure continual access to reliable, up-to-date patient data.

› Review user actions and optimize performance with Analytics™.

› Fully HIPAA compliant and suitable for external access.

› Administer your PACS with ease of access with web based tools and dashboards.

IntelePACS is customizable to your evolving needs. Please refer to your contract agreement for details on your IntelePACS features and functionality.

Be your kind of special. Stand Out.
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